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Abstract—With the increasing popularity of Software deﬁned
network (SDN), designing a scalable SDN control plane becomes
a critical problem. An effective approach to improving the
scalability is to design distributed architecture of SDN control
plane. However, how to evaluate the scalability of SDN control
planes remains unexplored. In this paper, we propose a metric of
scalability for SDN control planes, and study three typical SDN
control plane structures, including centralized, decentralized and
hierarchical architectures. We build performance models for
response time, based on which we evaluate the scalability of these
three structures. Furthermore, the comparison between different
architectures are analyzed by mathematical methods. Numerical
evaluations are also conducted to validate the conclusions drawn
in this paper.

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the development of the Internet, the traditional network is approaching a bottleneck in network control. To tackle
the challenge, a new network architecture named SDN is
proposed which moves the control plane out of data plane
and reduces the management complexity signiﬁcantly. Taking
advantage of centralized control, the controller for SDN is
customized, programmable, and ﬂexible. However, the centralized control faces some challenges in large scale networks.
The ﬁrst SDN controller (NOX) [1] can serve only 30,000
ﬂow initiation requests per second while keeping the response
time less than 10ms. It is challenge to serve more ﬂows while
keeping the response time within a reasonable small duration.
Thus, understanding and quantifying the scalability of the SDN
controller is a critical problem for successful adoption of SDN
for large scale networks or networks with many ﬂows. A
SDN control plane is scalable if the control plane architecture
will adapt to handle more network event requests with the
increasing complexity and scale of network while satisfying
the quality of service.
In order to improve the scalability of SDN control planes,
two approaches were proposed [1]. The ﬁrst is to move
some control function of the controller to switches, reducing
the event requests submitted to the controller signiﬁcantly.
Thus, the scalability of the controller is improved. However,
the switches may need highly specialized application-speciﬁc
integrated circuits(ASICs) to satisfy these requirements, and
general-purpose CPUs may also be required to supply some
control function. Therefore, this approach needs to be embraced by major manufacturers and thus increases the difc 2014 IEEE
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ﬁculty to deploy the SDN. The other one is designing a
distributed control plane architecture which can distribute the
load among multiple controllers. These controllers behave just
like a distributed computing system, handling the incoming
network requests together via communication and cooperation.
And this architecture does not have special requirements of
switches. Thus, in this work we will focus on understanding
and quantifying the scalability of the distributed control plane
for SDN.
To the best of our knowledge, previously these is no work
providing a scalability metric for SDN control plane. And
the performance of SDN control plane is mostly studied by
experiments without mathematical models. Therefore, in this
paper, we focus on the modeling of the scalability of SDN
control planes, and a scalability metric is also proposed which
may provide some insights into the construction of the SDN
control plane.
Generally, the architecture of SDN control planes can
be classiﬁed into three categories: centralized, decentralized
(peer to peer) and hierarchical structures [2]. Decentralized
structures have two strategies: local view strategy and global
view strategy. Decentralized and hierarchical structures are
also called distributed structures.We use stochastic modeling
to analyze these four types of SDN control planes (here
we treat two strategies in decentralized controllers as two
different types). Firstly, the scalability of the four types of
control planes are compared. We conclude that the hierarchical
and the decentralized structures with local view have nearly
the same scalability when the number of network hosts is
far greater than the number of controllers. And they have
the best scalability among these four types of SDN control
planes. Secondly, we discuss how the average distance of
the controller affects the scalability of SDN and conclude
that as the distance increases, the scalability of control plane
degrades.
II. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION AND P RELIMINARY
A. SDN and its scalability problems
SDN moves the control plane out of data plane and uses
only one controller in the beginning phase. But as the size of
the network scales up, the centralized architecture can not meet
the demand. There are two directions to improve the scalability
of SDN. One is to design a distributed architecture of SDN
control plane, such as Hyperﬂow [3], Onix [4], and Kandoo

[5]. Hyperﬂow is a decentralized structure.The controllers are
organized in ﬂat style. Every controller in Hyperﬂow has a
global network view. Different from Hyperﬂow, the network
view is distributed among multiple controller instances in
Onix. And, the lower tier controller and its managed network
will be aggregated as a logical node in upper tiers in a hierarchy of Onix controllers. Kandoo is a hierarchical structure.
There are two classes of controllers: the root controller and
the local controller. The local controller has no knowledge
of network-wide state. And the root controller has a global
network view. The local controller manages one or a few of
switches. They are the switch proxies for root controllers. And
the root controller manages all the local controllers and can
run the applications that need to access network-wide state.
The other direction is to ofﬂoad partial workload of controller to switch, such as Diffane [6] and DevoFlow [7]. It
can improve scalability to some extent. However, it needs to
modify the switch hardware to meet the requirements. All
of these proposals are evaluated through experiments without
mathematical modeling and analysis. In this paper, we focus on
modeling the scalability of the SDN control plane structures.

requests from host x to host y, where the time of ﬂow request
means the time instance when the ﬂow sends its ﬁrst packet.
We assume these random variables are independent identically
distributed. Each random variable is subject to exponential
distribution with average value of λ.
2) Flow initiation request arrival model: The process of
ﬂow initiation is illustrated in Figure 1.When the ﬁrst packet
of a ﬂow arrives at the switch, and there is no matching ﬂow
entries, a ﬂow initiation request is generated by the switch
and is sent to the controller later. The controller needs to
create ﬂow entries for this ﬂow and will send these ﬂow
entries to corresponding switches simultaneously. So each ﬂow
generates only one ﬂow initiation request. T ix,y is the interval
time between two ﬂow initiation requests with source host
x and destination y. We assume that T rx,y has the same
distribution as T fx,y . Let fx,y represent the ﬂows from host
x to y. Therefore, the arrival of fx,y initiation requests at the
control plane is subject to Poisson distribution.

The SDN control plane is acturally a distributed system.
Therefore, we can use the scalability metric of distributed
system to quantify the scalability of SDN control plane. The
scalability metric for distributed system is based on productivity [8]. The distributed system is scalable if the productivity
is maintained as the system scale changes. In SDN control
plane, the productivity F (N ) can be deﬁned as follows:
F (k) = ϕ(N ) ×

T (N )
C(N )

Where, N is the number of network hosts; ϕ(N ) is the
throughput of the control plane in processing network requests;
T (N ) is the average response time of each request, C(N ) is
the cost to deploy the control plane. Then,the scalability metric
of SDN control plane is as follows:
Deﬁnition 1 (SDN Controller Scalability). The scalability
metric for SDN control plane when the network scale varies
from N2 to N1 is deﬁned:
Ψ(N1 , N2 ) =

F (N2 )
F (N1 )

(1)

In SDN, there are several types of network requests which
the control plane needs to process, such as network view maintenance, network state update and failure recovery. However,
the ﬂow initiation is the main and basic function of SDN
controller [1].Therefore, we focus on the scalability of SDN
control plane in processing ﬂow initiation in this paper. For
the cost to deploy the control plane, we mainly consider the
controller device purchase cost.
C. System model and architecture
1) Data plane model: We consider a network with N hosts.
Let T fx,y represent the time interval of two consecutive ﬂow
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Fig. 1: The ﬂow Initiation in SDN
3) Controller model: The load statistics on controller which
include CPU, memory utilization, and network I/O rate are
done by Dixit [9]. It concludes that the CPU is the throughput
bottleneck. Thus, we focus on the time spent by CPU in
processing the ﬂow initiation requests. The processing time
depends on the network topology, routing algorithms and
controller computing power. The time complexity of routing
algorithms is denoted by g(V, E), where V represents the
number of network nodes and E represents the number of
network connections. The computing power is represented
by K. Then we assume the processing time is subject to
the exponential distribution with average value of g(V,E)
K .
Dijkstra’s algorithm is widely adopted in routing protocol
such as OSPF and IS-IS [10]. Thus, Dijkstra’s algorithm
is assumed to be used by the controller to look for the
best path from the source to destination. The complexity of
Dijkstra’ algorithm depends on its implementation. Generally,
it has a complexity of O(V 2 ) in the general graph, and the
complexity can be reduced to o(V 2 / ln(V )) in the sparse
graph or further reduced using advanced data structures. In
this work, for simplicity we use g(V, E) = V 2 for illustrating
our computation and comparison. Since the arrival of initiation

requests of fx,y is subject to Poisson distribution, and that
the sum of independent Poisson distributed random variables
is also a Poisson distribution, the aggregated arrival of ﬂow
initiation requests at the controller has a Poisson distribution.
Thus, each controller can be modeled as a M/M/1 queue.
4) Controller plane structures: There are three categories
of SDN control plane structures: centralized, decentralized
and hierarchical structures. The centralized structure has only
one controller. The controller has a global network view
and processes all ﬂow initiation requests. The decentralized
structure and hierarchical structure have multiple controllers.
In decentralized structure, the controllers are organized in a ﬂat
style and the controllers have a peer relationship. We study two
strategies in the decentralized structure. In the ﬁrst strategy,
every controller has a global network topology. In the other
one, every controller has only the topology of its local network
and each of its neighboring local networks are abstracted
as a logical node. For the hierarchical controller structure,
controllers and switches are organized in a tree structure, and
controllers are divided into different layers. Switches are leaf
nodes in the tree. There are two different controllers in this
architecture: leaf controllers and internal controllers. A leaf
controller does not have other controller in its subtree and
it will manage all the switches in its subtree. An internal
controller will manage all its children controllers only. In this
paper, we focus on the hierarchical structures with two layers.
In the local view decentralized structure and the hierarchical
structure, each ﬂow initiation request may be processed by
multiple controllers. Thus, we could use the average controller
distance to compute how many controllers needed to compute
a ﬂow initiation request on average. The average controller
distance controller is a structure parameter. In the decentralized
structure with the local view, each controller and its local
network can be abstracted as a logical node. If two local
physical networks are connected directly, a edge is added into
corresponding logical nodes. Thus, we can get a logical graph.
Then, the average controller distance is deﬁned as the average
distance between two nodes in the logical graph. The average
leaf controller distance in the hierarchical structure can be
deﬁned in the same way.
III. P ERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF FLOW INITIATION IN
DIFFERENT STRUCTURES

A. Centralized structure
In the centralized structure, the average arrival rate of ﬂow
requests is λC = N ×(N −1)×λ. It has a Poisson distribution.
The processing time of controller has an exponential distribution. And the average processing rate μC (N ) is inversely
K
proportional to the scale of the network N . Then, μC = g(N
).
Thus, the average response time of ﬂow initiation is
E{TC (N )} =

1
μ C − λC

B. Decentralized structure
The decentralized structures have multiple controllers. The
number of controllers is assumed to be mD . Each controller

manages a local network. And there are two strategies for
decentralized structures.
In the ﬁrst strategy (also called local view strategy), each
controller has its local network view and each of its neighboring local networks is abstracted as a logical node. The ﬂows
can be divided into two types: global ﬂows and local ﬂows. If
the ﬂow’s source host and destination host are managed by the
same controller, it is the local ﬂow. Otherwise, it is the global
ﬂow. The initiation request of a local ﬂow is processed by only
one controller, and the initiation request of a global ﬂows is
processed by multiple controllers. When a controller receive a
global ﬂow initiation request, the global ﬂow initiation request
will be split into two initiation requests. One is the local ﬂow
initiation request for the controller, and the other is a local
or global ﬂow initiation request for one of its neighboring
controllers. The global ﬂow initiation request is processed as
above until there are no global ﬂow initiation requests. If the
average controller distance is dH , each global ﬂow initiation
request will be split into dH + 1 local requests on average.
And the response time for the global ﬂow initiation request is
the sum of the response time for these local requests.
N2
Among the N × (N − 1) ﬂows, there are m
− N local
D
2
N
ﬂows and N 2 − m
global
ﬂows.Then,
we
can
conclude
that
D
the arrival rate of ﬂow initiation request at each controller is:
λD,l = λ ×

(N 2 −

N2
mD )

2

N
× (dD + 1) + ( m
− N)
D

mD

Each controller needs to mange a topology with less than
+ mD − 1 nodes. Therefore, The average service rate of
the controller is assumed to be:
N
mD

μD,l =

g( mND

K
+ mD − 1)

According to the Little’s law, the queue length for each
controller is:
λD,l
LD,l =
μD,l − λD,l
Based on the theory of Jackson network,the average response time of each request is:
×(mD −1)
1+ N
LD,l × mD
(N −1)×mD × dD
E{TD,l } =
=
N × (N − 1) × λ
μD,l − λD,l

In the second strategy (also called global view strategy),
each controller has a global view of the network. Thus, each
controller can process all the ﬂow initiation requests generated
by its local networks. The average service rate of the controller
K
is μD,g = g(N
) . And the average arrival rate of initiation

×(N −1)
. Hence, the
request at each controller is λD,g = λ×Nm
D
average response time of ﬂow initiation requests is

E{TD,g (N )} =

1
μD,g − λD,g

C. Hierachical structure
Hierarchical structures usually have two layers [2] [5] . We
focus on the hierarchical structures with two layers in this
paper and hierarchial structures with more than two layers
can be analyzed in a similar way.
In the structure, controllers are organized in a tree structure,
and controllers are divided into two different types: one root
controller and multiple leaf controllers. The leaf controllers
manage the data plane directly. And each leaf controller only
has the view of its local network and is managed by the
root controller. A leaf controller and its local network are
abstracted as a logical node by the root controller. The root
controller has the topology of these logical nodes. The ﬂow can
be categorized into two types: local ﬂows and global ﬂows.
The source host and destination host of the local ﬂow are
managed by the same leaf controller. And global ﬂows are
just the opposite. Each local ﬂow initiation request will be
processed by only one leaf controller. And each global ﬂow
initiation request will be processed by the root controller ﬁrst,
and then will be split into multiple local requests which will
be processed by corresponding leaf controllers.
We assume there are mH leaf controllers and the average
leaf controller distance is dH . Therefore the root controller
mange a logical graph with mH nodes. So the average service
K
rate of the root controller is μH,r = g(m
. Each leaf
H)
N
controller manage mH hosts. Then, the average service rate
of each leaf controller is μH,l = g( KN ) .
mH

Let ci,j denote the jth controller at ith layer (the root
controller in the ﬁrst layer and leaf controllers in second
layer). Cx,y denotes the set of controllers which are required
to process the initiation requests of fx,y . Let Ix,y (i, j) be a
binary variable indicating whether ci,j ∈ Cx,y . The value of
Ix,y (i, j) is deﬁned as follows:

1; if ci,j ∈ Cx,y
Ix,y (i, j) =
0; otherwise
N2
mH

2

Among the N − N ﬂows, there are
− N local ﬂows
N2
and N 2 − m
global
ﬂows.
Thus,
we
can
get
H
N


N


Ix,y (1, 1) = N 2 −

x=1 y=1,y=x
N


N


x=1 y=1,y=x

2

N
mH

N2
N2
Ix,y (2, j) = (N −
)×(dH +1)+
−N
mH
mH
j=1

N


N


Ix,y (1, 1)

x=1 y=1,y=x

And the average arrival rate of requests at each leaf controller is:

N


mH

Ix,y (2, j)

mH

Let TH denote the response time for ﬂow initiation request.
We can split TH into two parts: the response time at the
root controller denoted by T r and the response time at the
leaf controllers denoted by T l. And it is obtained E{TH } =
E{T r} + E{T l}. Let T rx,y denote the response time for
initiation request of fx,y at the root controller (if fx,y is a
local ﬂow, T rx,y = 0). And let Tci,j denote the response time
for initiation request at ci,j . Then, we can get:
N

N
x=1

E{T r} =

y=1,y=x

E{T rx,y }

N × (N − 1)
N
x=1
y=1,y=x E{Tc1,1 } × Ix,y (1, 1)

N
=
=

N × (N − 1)
N−

N
mH

N −1

×

1
μH,r − λH,r

If fx,y is a global ﬂow,the initiation request generated
mH
by fx,y will be split into
j=1 Ix,y (2, j) local requests by
the root controller. And these requests will be sent to the
corresponding leaf controller in Cx,y simultaneously. Let T lx,y
denote the response time for fx,y initiation request at leaf
controllers. Therefore, T lx,y is equal to the longest response
time for these local requests. Thus, we have
H
T lx,y = M axm
j=1 Ix,y (2, j) × Tc2,j

If fx,y is a local ﬂow, the expression of T lx,y is the same.
As Tc2,j (j = 1, 2, · · · , mH ) are independent identically
distributed, and have a negative exponential distribution with
1
the average value of μH,l −λ
, we have
H,l
P {T lx,y < t} =
=

H
Πm
j=1 P {Ix,y (2, j) × Tc2,j < t}

(1 − e(λH,l −μH,l )×t )

mH

j=1

Ix,y (2,j)

 mH
Let dx,y = j=1
Ix,y (2, j). The probability density function of T lx,y is
dx,y × (1 − e(λH,l −μH,l )×t )dx,y −1

=

×(λH,l − μH,l ) × e(λH,l −μH,l )×t

2

Therefore, the average arrival rate of ﬂow initiation requests
at root controller is

N


x=1 y=1,y=x j=1

fT lx,y (t)

mH


λH,r = λ ×

λH,l = λ ×

Then, the average value of T lx,y is

E{T lx,y }

=
=
≤

∞
0

fT lx,y (t) × t dt


dx,y −1 

(−1)i
dx,y
dx,y − 1
×
× 2
i
λH,l − μH,l
dx,y
i=0
ln dx,y + 1
λH,l − μH,l
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Fig. 2: Scalability comparison among different structures
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Fig. 4: Scalability of the hierarchical structure with different values of d

Therefore, it is obtained
N
E{T l}

N
y=1,y=x

x=1

=

E{T lx,y }

N × (N − 1)
N
x=1
y=1,y=x (ln dx,y + 1)

N
<

<
=

N × (N − 1) × (μH,l − λH,l )
ln(

N

ln((

x=1

N

y=1,y=x

dx,y

N ×(N −1)

μH,l
N − mN
H

N −1

)+1

− λH,l

) × dH + 1) + 1

μH,l − λH,l

Thus, the average response time in hierarchical structure is
N − mN

H

E{TH } =

N −1

μH,r − λH,r

+

ln(

N − mN

H

N −1

× dH + 1) + 1

μH,l − λH,l

IV. D ISCUSSIONS ON S CALABILITY OF D IFFERENT
S TRUCTURES
In this section, we compare the scalability of four types of
control plane. Then, in the local view decentralized structure
and hierarchical structure, the relationship between the scalability and its average controller distance is discussed.
For simplicity, ΨC (N1 , N2 ), ΨD,g (N1 , N2 ), ΨD,l (N1 , N2 ),
ΨH (N1 , N2 ) are used to denote the scalability of centralized
structure, global view decentralized structure, local view decentralized structure and hierarchical structure when the host
number varies from N1 to N2 . For all structures, we get
ϕ(N ) = N ×(N −1)×λ. C(N ) can be replaced by the number
of controllers when the price of each controller is the same.
Therefore, the scalability can be computed by Eq. (1). In SDN,
the number of hosts is considerably larger than the number
of controllers. For simplicity and without loss of generality,

we assume N2 > N1 >> max{mD , mH }. Thus, we have
Theorem 1.
Theorem 1. If N2 > N1 >> max{mD , mH }, the scalability
of four types of SDN control planes are as follows.
ΨC (N1 , N2 ) ≈

ΨD,g (N1 , N2 ) ≈

K − N14 λ
K − N24 λ

KmD − N14 λ
KmD − N24 λ

ΨD,l (N1 , N2 ) ≈

Km4D − N14 (dD mD − dD + mD )λ
Km4D − N24 (dD mD − dD + mD )λ

ΨH (N1 , N2 ) ≈

Km4H − N14 (dH mH − dH + mH )λ
Km4H − N24 (dH mH − dH + mH )λ

According to Theorem 1, the comparison of scalability
among the four types of control plane can be easily obtained.
The conclusion is shown in Theorem 2.
Theorem 2. If N2 > N1 >> mD = mH and dD = dH ,
then ΨH (N1 , N2 ) ≈ ΨD,l (N1 , N2 ) > ΨD,g (N1 , N2 ) >
ΨC (N1 , N2 ).
Let ΨdD,l (N1 , N2 ), ΨdH (N1 , N2 ) denote the scalability of
local view decentralized structure and hierarchical structure
with the average controller distance of d when the host number
varies from N1 to N2 . We can prove both ΨdD,l (N1 , N2 ) and
ΨdH (N1 , N2 ) become worse when d increases. So we have
Theorem 3.
1
2
Theorem 3. If d1 < d2 , then ΨdD,l
(N1 , N2 ) > ΨdD,l
(N1 , N2 )
d1
d2
and ΨH (N1 , N2 ) > ΨH (N1 , N2 ).

V. NUMERICAL E VALUATION
In this section, we give numerical results which will provide
some intuitive conclusions and verify the propositions above.
In the numerical experiments, according to the network
trafﬁc statistics in data center [11], the average number of
ﬂow request λ from one host to another is assumed to be
0.001 per second. K is set to be 230 (We have experimentally
obtained that the PC which has an Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-2120
processor and 4.00 GB RAM can perform about 230 additions
per second). N1 is set to be 1000, and N2 ranges from 1000
to 2000. Let mD = mH = m and dD = dH = d.
The scalability comparison among four types is shown in
Figure 2. In order to verify Theorem 1, we set different m
and d. We can see that, the scalability of the hierarchical and
the decentralized structure with local view strategy nearly the
same. Both of them are better than the other two types. And
the centralized structure has the worst scalability. All of these
conclusions from Figure 2 are in consistent with Theorem 1.
In Figure 3 and Figure 4, we can see,in both hierarchical
structure and decentralized structure with local view, the
scalability becomes worse as d increases.

VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we deﬁne what is the scalability of SDN
control plane, and propose a mathematical metric to quantify
the scalability. We analyze the scalability of SDN control
plane in networks in which hosts have the similar trafﬁc
pattern. Three typical structures of control plane, namely centralized, decentralized(peer-to-peer) and hierarchical structures
are studied and analyzed with detailed calculation, and some
useful rules and conclusions have been proposed to quantify
the scalability comparison of these structures. Furthermore,
numerical evaluation was done to verify our propositions. We
believe that this work shed some lights into the design and
construction of SDN control plane with higher scalability.
In the future, we will build a more practical model for the
SDN control plane and will study the effects of the trafﬁc
burstiness, the signaling overhead to obtain the network view
and the cost to keep distributed controllers synchronized on
the scalability of SDN control plane.
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